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THE LOCAL LIMIT THEOREM ON NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS
ROBERT HOUGH
Abstract. A local limit theorem is proven on connected, simply connected nilpotent
Lie groups, for a class of generating measures satisfying a moment condition and a
condition on the characteristic function of the abelianization. The result extends an
earlier local limit theorems of Alexopoulos which treated absolutely continuous measures
with a continuous density of compact support, and also extends local limit theorems of
Breuillard and Diaconis-Hough which treated general measures on the Heisenberg group.
1. Introduction
Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group. Alexopoulos [3] studied
the repeated convolution ϕ˚N of a continuous, compactly supported probability density
on G, approximating the density pointwise with the corresponding heat kernel. See also
[4] for related estimates on discrete nilpotent groups and [5] for estimates related to the
heat kernel. In [9] and [10], Breuillard obtained local limit theorems on the Heisenberg
group for general centered measures of compact support. His theorems were refined by
the author and Diaconis in [16] weakening the technical assumptions and obtaining the
optimal rate. This article extends the method of [16] to obtain a local limit theorem with
an optimal rate for general Borel probability driving measures on a connected, simply
connected nilpotent Lie group, subject to mild technical conditions.
Given f P CcpGq and g P G, let Lgf and Rgf denote the left and right translation of f
by g. For a Borel probability measure µ on G with finite second homogeneous moments,
let Lµ be the corresponding sub-Laplacian and let ut be the fundamental solution to the
heat equation
`
B
Bt
` Lµ
˘
ut “ 0, t ą 0.
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group of step s and
homogeneous degree D. Let µ be a Borel probability measure with projection µab to the
abelianization Gab “ G{rG,Gs satisfying
i. (Centered) µab is mean zero.
ii. (Crame´r) There is a constant c ą 0 and a neighborhood U of 0 in Gˆab containing
0 such that the characteristic function µˆab satisfies
(1) sup
ξPUc
|µˆabpξq| ă 1´ c.
For all A ą 0, if µ has OA,Dp1q finite homogeneous moments, then uniformly in g, h P G,
for all Lipschitz f P CcpGq, as N Ñ8,
(2)
@
LgRhf, µ
˚N
D
“ xLgRhf, uNy `Oµ
´
}f}1N
´D`1
2
¯
`Oµ,A,f
`
N´A
˘
.
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The dependence on f in the second error term may be controlled in terms of the maximum
distance of supp f from the identity.
The rate is optimal, as may be seen by projecting to the abelianization. The optimal
rate does not hold without some decay condition on the characteristic function of the
abelianization, although a weaker condition than Crame´r would suffice. A different limit
is obtained in the lattice case, again with optimal rate, by [4]. In [16] it is shown that on
the the Heisenberg group, the limit statement without a rate can be obtained with the
Crame´r condition replaced with |µˆabpξq| ‰ 1 if ξ ‰ 0; the corresponding statement on a
general nilpotent group is currently open.
1.1. Discussion of method, and possible extensions. Theorem 1 is of the type
proved by Breuillard [9], [10] in which an arbitrary translation to the test function is
permitted on the left and right. The proof given there used the representation theory of
the real Heisenberg group. In [10] Breuillard writes that he expects his analysis to carry
through to general Heisenberg groups, but that new methods would need to be developed
to handle the higher step cases treated here. Alexopoulos’s theorems hold in the greater
generality of groups of polynomial volume growth. The proofs first establish the results
in the connected, simply connected nilpotent case using time domain PDE methods. It
is of interest to obtain the local theorem for general measures in this full generality.
Theorem 1 is proved via harmonic analysis on the Lie algebra. At phases much larger
than the scale of the distribution, the i.i.d. nature of the increments of the walk is used
with a rearrangement group action, followed by the Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
applied to the characteristic function. This has the effect of taking iterated commutators
on the group G to reduce to the abelian case. An analogous argument appears in the
work of Green and Tao [14] in the analysis of polynomial orbits on nilmanifolds. At
frequencies near the scale of the distribution, a Lindeberg replacement scheme is used to
replace increments of the walk with those of a continuous compactly supported density
with the same heat kernel, thus reducing to Alexopoulos’ theorem. It would be possible
to make the replacement with increments of the heat kernel directly thus making the
argument independent of [3], but the analysis then becomes technically more involved.
1.2. Historical review. Central limit theorems on Lie groups have a long history, with
early theorems proven by Wehn [23] and Tutubalin [21], see also [19], [13], [15] and [17].
A central limit theorem with an optimal rate on stratified nilpotent groups is obtained
under a homogeneous moment condition in [18].
Alexopoulos, and Alexopoulos and Lohoue´ have made a detailed study of convolution
powers of continuous densities, heat kernels and related questions on Lie groups, see [1],
[2], [3], [4], [5], [6], and [7].
A famous local limit theorem was proven by Bougerol [8] for convolutions of densities
on a semi-simple group, which used the group’s representation theory. There are still
relatively few local limit theorems on non-abelian Lie groups that treat a measure which
is not supported on a discrete group, or is not absolutely continuous with respect to Haar
measure, of which [9], [10] are an early example. Recently, Varju´ has obtained such a
local limit theorem for random walks on Euclidean space with transitions by a random
isometry [22].
Notation and conventions
The connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group of the theorem is G, with Lie
algebra g of dimension q. The lower central series of G is
(3) G “ G1, Gi`1 “ rG,Gis, i ě 1.
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The Lie algebra of Gi is gi. The Lie algebra g is identified with R
q by choice of basis,
which is fixed throughout the argument. Vectors x P Rq are written in plain text and
sequences of vectors x P pRqqN are written with an underscore. The norm } ¨ } refers to
the ℓ2 norm on Euclidean space and is applied to g and gˆ by the fixed choice of basis.
The character on Rq is written eξpxq “ e
2πiξ¨x.
A bump function σ on Rq is a non-negative C8 function of compact support with
integral 1. Its dilation by t ą 0 is indicated σtpxq “ t
qσptxq.
Convolution of Borel probability measures µ, ν onG is defined weakly by, for f P CcpGq,
(4) xf, µ ˚ νy “
ż
G
ż
G
fpghqdµpgqdνphq.
For N ě 1, the iterated convolution µ˚N is defined by
(5) µ˚1 “ µ, µ˚pi`1q “ µ ˚ µ˚i, pi ě 1q.
The characteristic function of a probability measure ν on Rn, respectively the Fourier
transform of an L1 function f , is defined to be
(6) νˆpξq “
ż
Rn
e´ξpxqdνpxq, fˆpξq “
ż
Rn
fpxqe´ξpxqdx.
If f P L1 is smooth, then the Fourier inversion integral is absolutely convergent, and
(7) fpxq “
ż
Rn
fˆpξqeξpxqdξ.
C2 “ Z{2Z is the group of two elements. For τ P pC2q
d, |τ | is the Hamming or ℓ1 norm,
which counts the number of non-zero coordinates.
The notation f “ OApgq has the same meaning as f !A g. Both indicate that |f | ď
CpAqg for some constant CpAq ą 0 which depends at most onA and possibly the structure
of G.
2. Nilpotent Lie groups
A useful reference for the theory of nilpotent Lie groups is [12].
Given G, a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group with Lie algebra g of
dimension q, the exponential map exp is a diffeomorphism which identifies G with g.
Given a probability measure µ on G, denote µg its push-forward by the logarithm map to
a probability measure on the Lie algebra; µ˚k
g
should be read pµ˚kqg so that convolution
is performed on G.
Let the lower central series be defined by g1 “ g and, for i ě 1, gi`1 “ rg1, gis. Since g
is nilpotent, one has the filtration
(8) g “ g1 Ą g2 Ą ¨ ¨ ¨ Ą gs Ą gs`1 “ t0u, gs ‰ t0u;
s is called the step of g. One can check, for i ` j ď s ` 1, rgi, gjs Ă gi`j . Also, one has
Gi “ exp gi is the ith group in the lower central series of G.
Let a1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , as be subspaces of g such that, for each 1 ď i ď s,
(9) gi “ ai ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ as.
Let di “ dim ai and q “ dim g. The homogeneous dimension of G is
(10) D “
sÿ
i“1
idi.
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Assume given a basis tXi,ju 1ďiďs
1ďjďdi
of g satisfying tXi,ju1ďjďdi is a basis for ai. Identify g
with Rq via
(11) ψ :
¨˚
˝xp1,1q...
xps,dsq
‹˛‚“ xp1,1qX1,1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` xps,dsqXs,ds.
Having made this choice of coordinates, Haar measure on G is normalized by pushing
forward Lebesgue measure on g by the exponential map. Exponential coordinates of the
first kind are defined by
(12) φ : Rq Ñ G, φ :
¨˚
˝xp1,1q...
xps,dsq
‹˛‚ ÞÑ exp pψpxqq .
Write for 1 ď n ď s,
(13) xpnq “
¨˚
˝ xpn,1q...
xpn,dnq
‹˛‚, ξpnq “
¨˚
˝ ξpn,1q...
ξpn,dnq
‹˛‚
for the coordinates at level n in the filtration, respectively the corresponding dual fre-
quencies in gˆ. These coordinates are said to have homogeneous degree n. For
(14) S Ă tpi, jq : 1 ď i ď s, 1 ď j ď diu,
a monomial mαpxq “
ś
pi,jqPS
`
xpi,jq
˘αpi,jq
with each αpi,jq ‰ 0 has homogeneous degree
(15) hom-degpmαq “
ÿ
pi,jqPS
iαpi,jq.
The homogeneous degree of a monomial in several variables is defined to be the sum of
the homogeneous degrees in the variables separately. Note that the homogeneous degree
is equal to the degree if and only if for every pi, jq P S, i “ 1. A probability measure µ
on G is said to have d finite homogeneous moments if, for all monomials mα of degree at
most d,
(16)
ż
g
|mαpxq|dµgpxq ă 8.
2.1. Heat kernel and approximating continuous measure. Given a centered mea-
sure µ with two finite homogeneous moments on G, define the associated sub-Laplacian
(17) Lµ “ ´
ÿ
1ďi,jďd1
aijX1,iX1,j ´
ÿ
iďd2
aiX2,i
with coefficients
aij “
1
2
ż
xp1,iqxp1,jqdµgpxq,(18)
bi “
ż
xp2,iqdµgpxq
and
(19) ai “ bi ´
1
2
ÿ
1ďjăkďd1
ajk pr2,irX1,j, X1,ks.
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Denote utpxq the fundamental solution of the heat equation
(20)
ˆ
B
Bt
` Lµ
˙
u “ 0, u0 “ δid.
Fix ϕ “ ϕpµq a continuous, compactly supported probability density on G with push-
forward ϕg to g, which has first three homogeneous moments matching those of µ, which
are assumed finite. In particular, ϕ is centered. The existence of such a continuous
ϕ follows since µab has support generating a dense subgroup of Gab and the quantities
required on higher levels in the filtration are at most first degree in those variables.
Since the sub-Laplacian generated by µ and ϕ depends only on the first two moments
of the abelianized measures and the mean in G2{G3, the heat kernels of µ and ϕ agree.
By [3] Theorem 1.9.1, Theorem 1 holds with µϕ “ ϕpgqdg in place of µ. The argument
presented reduces the local limit theorem for µ to that for µϕ.
2.2. The product rule. G is identified with pRq, ˚q with the group law¨˚
˝xp1,1q...
xps,dsq
‹˛‚˚
¨˚
˝ yp1,1q...
yps,dsq
‹˛‚“
¨˚
˝ zp1,1q...
zps,dsq
‹˛‚“ φ´1
¨˚
˝φ
¨˚
˝xp1,1q...
xps,dsq
‹˛‚¨ φ
¨˚
˝ yp1,1q...
yps,dsq
‹˛‚‹˛‚.(21)
Given a sequence of vectors x P pRqqN , write
(22) Πpxq “ x1 ˚ x2 ˚ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˚ xN P R
q
for their product. The basic object of study is the characteristic function, for ξ P gˆ – Rq,
(23) χN,µpξq “ EµbNg reξpΠpxqqs .
In the case of a connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie group, the Baker-Campbell-
Hausdorff formula is a finite expression that holds for all X, Y P g,
(24) log pexpX exp Y q “ X ` Y `
1
2
rX, Y s `
1
12
rX, rX, Y ss ´
1
12
rY, rX, Y ss ` ....
Using the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, the product rule for a sequence of group
elements may be expressed as a polynomial map on the Lie algebra. To describe this,
given a sequence of elements x “ pxkq
N
k“1 of elements from R
q, sort a list of triples
tpkt, it, jtqu
ℓ
t“1, 1 ď kt ď N , 1 ď it ď s, 1 ď jt ď dit lexicographically. Say that the
monomial
(25) mαpxq “
ℓź
t“1
´
x
pit,jtq
kt
¯αpit,jtq
kt
,
is initial if it has the form
(26) mαpxq “
rź
k“1
ź
pi,jqPSk
´
x
pi,jq
k
¯αpi,jq
k
where, for each k, Sk is a non-empty subset of tpi, jq : 1 ď i ď s, 1 ď j ď diu. If mα is
initial, say that monomial m1α is of type mα if for some ℓ1 ă ℓ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ℓr,
(27) m1αpxq “
rź
k“1
ź
pi,jqPSk
´
x
pi,jq
ℓk
¯αpi,jq
k
.
Lemma 2. Let x “ px1, ..., xN q be a sequence of vectors from R
q identified with coordi-
nates on the Lie algebra g. There are polynomials
!
P
pi,jq
N
)
1ďiďs
1ďjďdi
on pRqqN satisfying the
following conditions
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(1) (Degree bound) Each monomial mα in P
pi,jq
N satisfies hom-degpmαq ď i
(2) (Stability) If mα appears in P
pi,jq
N and if M ą N then mα appears in P
pi,jq
M with
the same leading coefficient
(3) (Invariance) If m1α is of type mα, and if the maximum index of m
1
α is at most N ,
then m1α appears in P
pi,jq
N with the same leading coefficient as mα
such that the multiplication is given in coordinates by
(28) Πpxq “
¨˚
˝
řN
k“1 x
p1,1q
k ` P
p1,1q
N pxq
...řN
k“1 x
ps,dsq
k ` P
ps,dsq
N pxq
‹˛‚.
Proof. This follows from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula and induction. Write x1
for the string x with xN deleted, so that
(29) Πpxq “ Πpx1q ˚ xN .
To obtain the degree bound, use that for i ` j ď s ` 1, rgi, gjs Ă gi`j , so that, when
taking commutators, the step in the filtration always increases at least as quickly as the
homogeneous degree of the coefficient. To obtain stability, note that if a contribution
is made with a commutator involving ψpxNq then the resulting monomial has an xN
dependence, so that monomials without an xN dependence arise in Πpxq only from the
linear term in the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula. To prove invariance, let m1α be a
monomial appearing in PN which depends on xN . Let the type of m
1
α be mα. Let Π˜px
1q
be obtained from Πpx1q by setting to 0 all xj that do not appear in m
1
α and write the
remaining indices in order ℓ1 ă ℓ2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ℓr´1. By induction, Π˜px
1q “ Πpxℓ1 , ..., xℓr´1q
and thus the coefficients of mα and m
1
α are equal. 
Let
(30) mα “
rź
k“1
ź
pi,jqPSk
´
x
pi,jq
k
¯αpi,jq
k
be an initial monomial of homogeneous degree n. Given x P pRqqN , define the generalized
U -statistic
(31) Uαpxq “
ÿ
1ďℓ1ăℓ2ă¨¨¨ăℓr
rź
k“1
ź
pi,jqPSk
´
x
pi,jq
ℓk
¯αpi,jq
k
.
Lemma 2 may be summarized as stating that
(32) Πpi,jqpxq “
Nÿ
k“1
x
pi,jq
k ` P
pi,jq
N pxq
where P
pi,jq
N is a linear combination of generalized U -statistics of homogeneous degree
at most i, with the ℓ1 norm of the coefficients in the linear combination bounded by a
constant depending on the fixed choice of basis.
2.3. Manipulations regarding the test function. The test function of the theorem
takes the form, for x P Rq – g,
LgRhfpφpxqq “ fgplog g ˚ x ˚ log hq.(33)
Applying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula, there are polynomials pg,h and qg,h
satisfying for 1 ď n ď s, p
pnq
g,h, q
pnq
g,h are of homogeneous degree at most n, such that
(34) x1 “ log g ˚ x ˚ log h “ pg,hpxq, x “ qg,hpx
1q.
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The relationship between p
pnq
g,h and q
pnq
g,h is linear in x
pnq and x1pnq and polynomial in the
lower degree coordinates. In particular, p can be obtained from q by a polynomial change,
and vice-versa, see [14], Appendix A for a further discussion.
Define the (naive) height htppq of a polynomial p to be the sup norm on its coefficients.
In particular,
(35) htppg,hq ! 1` htpqg,hq
Osp1q, htpqg,hq ! 1` htppg,hq
Osp1q.
Let σ P C8c pR
qq be a smooth bump function with dilation, for t ą 0, σtpxq “ t
qσptxq.
Let fg,t “ fg ˚ σt be the Euclidean convolution. Since f is assumed Lipschitz,
(36) }fg ´ fg,t}8 “ O
ˆ
1
t
˙
as tÑ8. Also, }fg,t}1 ď }fg}1.
Lemma 3. For each n ě 1 and for ξ P Rq, }ξ} ě 1 and t ą 1, the Fourier transform
(37) {LgRhfg,tpξq “ ż
Rq
fg,tplog g ˚ x ˚ log hqe´ξpxqdx
satisfies
(38)
ˇˇˇ {LgRhfg,tpξqˇˇˇ ď On,D,fp1q p1` htppg,hqqOsp1qˆ t
}ξ}
˙n
}f}1.
Proof. Let ξ0 “
ξ
}ξ}
and integrate by parts n times in the ξ0 direction to obtain
(39) {LgRhfg,tpξq “ ˆ 1
2πi}ξ}
˙n ż
Rq
Dnξ0 rfg,tplog g ˚ x ˚ log hqs e´ξpxqdx.
Write log g ˚ x ˚ log h “ pg,hpxq and note that for 0 ď j ď n,
(40)
ˇˇ
D
j
ξ0
pg,hpxq
ˇˇ
ď On,Dp1q htppg,hq}x}
s´j
By the compact support of fg, restrict to x
1 “ pg,hpxq P supp f which is Ofp1q. Thus
(41) }x} “ qg,hpx
1q “ OD,fphtpqg,hqq “ OD,f
`
p1` htppg,hqq
Osp1q
˘
.
Meanwhile Djξ0fg,t “ fg ˚ D
j
ξ0
σt, and
››Djξ0σt››1 !j tj. Hence ››Djξ0fg,t››1 !j tj}f}1. The
conclusion now follows on applying the chain rule and bounding the integral in L1. 
The following lemma based on [11] Theorem 2 is used to restrict the translations g, h
in Theorem 1 to those for which pg,h has controlled height.
Lemma 4. Let p : Rq Ñ Rq be a polynomial if degree at most s. There is a constant
C “ Cpq, sq ą 0 such that, for any α ą 0,
(42) meas
"
x P
„
´
1
2
,
1
2
q
: }ppxq} ď α
*
ď
Cα
1
s
htppq
1
s
.
Proof. The statement
(43) meas
"
x P
„
´
1
2
,
1
2
q
: }ppxq} ď α
*
ď
Cα
1
s´ş
r´ 1
2
, 1
2
s
q }p}2
¯ 1
2s
.
is a specialization of [11] Theorem 2. The conclusion follows since all norms on the space
of degree s polynomials on Rq are equivalent. 
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3. Rearrangement group action
In [16] Diaconis and the author used the following group action on strings. The group
Cn´1
2
acts on strings of length kn with the jth factor exchanging the relative order of the
j ` 1st block of length k with the previous jk elements. For instance, in the case n “ 4,
if x1, ..., x4 each represent a block of k indices, the action is illustrated in
p1, 0, 0q ¨ x “ x2x1x3x4(44)
p1, 1, 0q ¨ x “ x3x2x1x4
p0, 1, 1q ¨ x “ x4x3x1x2.
The relative order within the segments of length k in each xi remains unchanged.
For n ě 2, k ě 1 and 1 ď N 1 ď
X
N
kn
\
let
(45) AN
1
k,n “
`
Cn´12
˘N 1
act on strings of length knN 1 with, for j ě 1, the jth factor of Cn´12 in A
N 1
k,n acting as
above on the contiguous subsequence of indices of length kn ending at jkn. The argument
below considers AN
1
k,n acting on substrings of length knN
1 within a string of length N .
3.1. The Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Given two elements
(46) τ 0, τ 1 P A
N 1
k,n “
`
Cn´1
2
˘N 1
“
´
CN
1
2
¯n´1
write τ “
`
τ p1q, ¨ ¨ ¨ , τ pn´1q
˘
. Thus τ
pjq
0,i is the element in C2 which belongs to the ith factor
of pCn´1
2
q in AN
1
k,n and within this factor, the jth factor of C2. Given s P t0, 1u
n´1 – Cn´1
2
,
define τ s “
´
τ
p1q
s1 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , τ
pn´1q
sn´1
¯
P AN
1
k,n.
Since the increments of µg in the characteristic function χN,µ are i.i.d., a further av-
eraging may be introduced in which the group AN
1
k,n acts on a substring of the product
measure. In general, let P pxq be a continuous function of x and let its characteristic
function be
(47) χpξq “ EµbNg reξpP pxqqs .
Then
χpξq “ EµbNg
”
E
τPAN
1
k,n
reξ pP pτ ¨ xqqs
ı
.(48)
Writing τ “ pτ p1q, τ p2q, ..., τ pn´1qq,
χpξq “ EµbNg
”
E
τ p1qPCN
1
2
¨ ¨ ¨E
τ pn´1qPCN
1
2
reξ pP pτ ¨ xqqs
ı
.(49)
Moving one τ piq to the inside at a time and applying Cauchy-Schwarz to the inner expec-
tation recovers the Gowers-Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:
|χpξq|2
n´1
ď EµbNg
»–E
τ
0
,τ
1
PAN
1
k,n
»–eξ
¨˝ ÿ
sĂrn´1s
p´1q|s|P pτ s ¨ xq‚˛
fiflfifl .(50)
In the case χpξq “ χN,µpξq, denote the right hand side F
`
ξ, µ;AN
1
k,n
˘
.
A basic lemma, which generalizes Lemma 24 of [16], is as follows.
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Lemma 5. Let N,N 1 ě 1, let k ě 1 and n ě 2 be such that knN 1 ď N . Let x P pRqqN
and let AN
1
k,n act on the substring of x with indices in range, for some offset o ě 0,
ro` 1, o` knN 1s. Define for 1 ď i ď nN 1,
(51) ωi “
ikÿ
j“pi´1qk`1
xo`j .
For any τ 0, τ 1 P A
N 1
k,n the summation formula holds,ÿ
sĂt0,1un´1
p´1q|s|Πpnqpτ s ¨ xq “
N 1ÿ
i“1
¨˝ ÿ
sPt0,1un´1
p´1q|s|Πpnqpτs,i ¨ pωnpi´1q`1, ..., ωniqq‚˛(52)
while for all n1 ă n, ÿ
sĂt0,1un´1
p´1q|s|Πpn
1qpτ s ¨ xq “ 0.(53)
Moreover, ÿ
sPt0,1un´1
p´1q|s|Πpnqpτs,i ¨ pω1, ..., ωnqq(54)
“
$&%
p´1q|τ0,i|
ř
τPCn´1
2
p´1q|τ |Πpnq pτ ¨ pω1, ..., ωnqq τ0,i ` τ1,i “ p1q
n´1
0 otherwise
.
In the p1qn´1 case, the sum is a vector whose coordinates are non-zero multilinear
polynomials in
´
ω
p1q
1 , ω
p1q
2 , ¨ ¨ ¨ , ω
p1q
n
¯
.
Proof. By the degree bound, all monomials appearing in Πpn,jq have homogeneous degree
at most n, and hence degree at most n. Given any collection of m ď n indices k1 ă k2 ă
¨ ¨ ¨ ă km, if there is any bit b P C
n´1
2 of Hamming weight 1 such that τ s and τ s`b act on
k1, ..., km leaving them in the same relative order, then by the invariance principle any
monomials associated to these indices in the alternating sum
(55)
ÿ
sĂt0,1un´1
p´1q|s|Πpn,jqpτ s ¨ xq
cancel. In particular, this occurs if m ă n, or if the indices k1 ă k2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă km are not
acted on by the same factor of Cn´12 in A
N 1
k,n, or if k1, k2, ..., kn do not appear in distinct
blocks in the action, or if the corresponding factor of τ 0 and τ 1 do not add to the all 1’s
element. In particular this proves (53).
Since the only surviving monomials have degree n and homogeneous degree n, the
surviving variables are all from the first level of the filtration xp1q and all of the monomials
are linear in each variable. By the invariance principle, the surviving polynomial is in
fact a polynomial on the sums ω1, ω2, ..., ωn.
The formula (54) is immediate. To prove that the p1qn´1 case of (54) is non-vanishing,
in the case k “ 1 let gi “ exppωiq P G. The sum
(56)
ÿ
τPCn´1
2
p´1q|τ |Πpn,jq pτ ¨ pω1, ..., ωnqq
is equal to the Xpn,jq coordinate in the logarithm of the iterated commutator
(57) r¨ ¨ ¨ rrrg1, g2s , g3s , g4s , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gns .
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To verify this by induction, note that the commutator may be calculated in Gn{Gn`1,
which is abelian, and depends only on gn in G1{G2, so that the calculation may be
performed using first commutators in the Lie algebra.
Since commutators of the type (57) generate Gn, it follows that (56) is non-zero. 
Given probability measure µ on G, let µn be the probability measure on Gn{Gn`1 with
distribution
(58) r¨ ¨ ¨ rrg1, g2s , g3s , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gns , gi i.i.d. µ.
Thus µ1 “ µab, and for n ě 2, µn has distribution given by
(59)
ÿ
τPCn´1
2
p´1q|τ |Πpnq pτ ¨ pω1, ..., ωnqq
in which the ωi are drawn i.i.d. from µg. Given ξ
pnq P {Gn{Gn`1 – {gn{gn`1 denote the
characteristic function of µn by
(60) Fn,µ
`
ξpnq
˘
“ µˆn
`
ξpnq
˘
.
Lemma 6. Let 2 ď n ď s, k,N 1 ě 1, and let N ě knN 1. Let AN
1
k,n act on a substring of
x P pRqqN as above. Let ξ P gˆ satisfy ξpjq “ 0 for all j ą n. Then
(61) F
´
ξ, µ;AN
1
k,n
¯
“
˜
1´
1
2n´1
`
Re
“
Fn,µ˚k
`
ξpnq
˘‰
2n´1
¸N 1
.
Proof. The expectation factors through the product structure of AN
1
k,n due to the sum-
mation formula (52). In the expectation over AN
1
k,n the probability that τ0,j ` τ1,j “
p1qn´1 is 1
2n´1
, and conditioned on this, the expectation over the corresponding block is
p´1q|τ0,i|Fn,µ˚k
`
ξpnq
˘
. The real part occurs since conditionally, |τ0,i| has parity 0 and 1
with equal probability. 
3.2. The Crame´r condition. A probability measure ν on Rm has characteristic func-
tion νˆ satisfying the Crame´r condition if there exists 0 ă ǫ ă 1 such that
(62) sup
ξPRm,}ξ}ą1
|νˆpξq| ď 1´ ǫ.
The condition is equivalent to the statement, for all r ą 0 there exists 0 ă ǫprq ă 1 such
that
(63) sup
ξPRm,}ξ}ąr
|νˆpξq| ď 1´ ǫprq.
The equivalence may be checked by noting 1´ |νˆpξ1 ` ξ2q| ď 2p2´ |νˆpξ1q| ´ |νˆpξ2q|q, see
[20] p. 183, where the proof does not use that the probability measure has finite support.
Lemma 7. Let µ be a centered probability measure on G satisfying G “ xsupp µy, whose
abelianization µab has characteristic function satisfying the Crame´r condition. For each
2 ď n ď s the measure µn on Gn{Gn`1 has characteristic function satisfying the Crame´r
condition.
Proof. Write
(64) r¨ ¨ ¨ rrg1, g2s , g3s , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gns mod Gn`1 “ xλpg1, g2, ..., gn´1q, gny
in which λpg1, g2, ..., gn´1q is a linear map from Gab to Gn{Gn`1. Recall that λ itself is
multilinear in g1, g2, ..., gn´1 mod G2. Given ξ P {Gn{Gn`1, }ξ} ě 1 one has
(65) ξ pr¨ ¨ ¨ rrg1, g2s , g3s , ¨ ¨ ¨ , gnsq “ pξ ¨ λpg1, g2, ..., gn´1qq pgnq .
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Since the semigroup generated by supp µab is dense in Gab, and since Gn “ rGn´1, G1s is
equal to the set of commutators of the stated type on G, and since λ is multilinear, it
follows that ξ does not annihilate λpg1, ..., gn´1q with positive probability, and hence for
some r ą 0, }ξ ¨ λpg1, g2, ..., gn´1q} ą r with positive probability. Integrating, this suffices
to obtain the Crame´r condition. 
Lemma 8. There is a constant c “ cpµq ą 0 such that, for each 1 ď n ď s, for all
ξpnq ‰ 0, when k is assigned by the rule
(66) k “
$’&’%
[
1
}ξpnq}
2
n
_
,
››ξpnq›› ď 1
1,
››ξpnq›› ą 1 ,
one has
ˇˇ
Fn,µ˚k
`
ξpnq
˘ˇˇ
ď 1´ c.
Proof. For any fixed r ą 0, for
››ξpnq›› ě r this follows from the Crame´r condition. Other-
wise, using the description (54), it follows from the functional central limit theorem that
when x is drawn from pµ˚kqbn,
(67)
1
k
n
2
¨˝ ÿ
τPCn´1
2
p´1q|τ |τ ¨Πpnqpxq‚˛
converges to a continuous probability density. Since
››ξpnq›› — 1
k
n
2
, the claim follows.

4. Estimates of moments
Throughout this section µ is a centered probability measure on G.
Lemma 9. Let m,n,N ě 1 and suppose that µ has 2mn finite homogeneous moments.
For all generalized U-statistics Uα of homogeneous degree n,
(68) EµbNg
“
|Uαpxq|
2m
‰
ď Oµ,mnp1qN
mn.
Proof. Let a be the number of indices in mα of homogeneous degree 1, and note that
n ě a ` 2pr ´ aq “ 2r ´ a. On expanding |Uαpxq|
2m and performing expectation, any
monomials that have indices which appear with homogeneous degree 1 have expectation
0. Those remaining monomials have homogeneous degree at least 2 in every coordinate
upon which the expectation depends, and hence have expectation Oµ,mnp1q by the moment
condition. The total number of indices which may appear in such a monomial is at most
p2mqpr´aq`am ď nm. Counting the number of monomials with non-vanishing expection
by letting L be the number of indices appearing, the expectation is bounded by
(69) E
“
|Uαpxq|
2m
‰
ď Oµ,mnp1q
nmÿ
L“1
ˆ
N
L
˙
L2rm ď Oµ,mnp1qN
nm.

Lemma 10. For each A, δ ą 0 there is CpA, δq ą 0 such that, if µ has CpA, δq finite
homogeneous moments then
(70) µbN
g
"
max
n
1
N
n
2
››Πpnqpxq›› ą N δ* “ Oµ,A,δ `N´A˘ .
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Proof. If µ has 2mn homogeneous moments then the estimate
(71) EµbNg
”››Πpnqpxq››2mı ď Oµ,mnp1qNmn
follows by repeatedly applying the power mean inequality to first estimate E
”››Πpnq››2mı
in terms of moments of the individual coordinates E
”››Πpn,jqpxq››2mı and then in terms
of the moments of individual U statistics of homogeneous degree at most n, to which
Lemma 9 applies.
The claim now follows by taking a high enough moment and applying Markov’s in-
equality.

Lemma 11. Let m ě 1 and 1 ď n ď s, and assume that µ has 2mn fininte homogeneous
moments. For all N 1 ď N , when x “ x0 ‘ xt is the concatenation of strings of length N
1
and N ´N 1
(72) EµbNg
”››Πpnqpxq ´ Πpnqpxtq››2mı ď Oµ,mnp1qNmnˆN 1N
˙m
.
Proof. By repeatedly applying the power mean inequality it suffices to prove, for any
generalized U -statistic
(73) Uαpxq “
ÿ
1ďℓ1ăℓ2ă¨¨¨ăℓr
rź
k“1
ź
pi,jqPSk
´
x
pi,jq
ℓk
¯αpi,jq
k
of homogeneous degree at most n, the estimate
(74) EµbNg
“
|Uαpxq ´ Uαpxtq|
2m
‰
ď Oµ,mnp1qN
mn
ˆ
N 1
N
˙m
.
Define polynomials, for 1 ď a ď r, U0,aα , U
t,a
α ,
U0,aα pxq “
ÿ
1ďℓ1ăℓ2ă¨¨¨ăℓa
aź
k“1
ź
pi,jqPSk
´
x
pi,jq
ℓk
¯αpi,jq
k
(75)
U t,aα pxq “
ÿ
1ďℓ1ăℓ2ă¨¨¨ăℓa
aź
k“1
ź
pi,jqPSr´a`k
´
x
pi,jq
ℓk
¯αpi,jq
k
,
and also, make the convention that U0,0α “ U
t,0
α “ 1. Hence,
(76) Uαpxq ´ Uαpxtq “
rÿ
a“1
U0,aα px0qU
t,r´a
α pxtq.
Applying the power mean inequality one further time, it suffices to prove the estimate,
for each 1 ď a ď r,
(77) EµbNg
”ˇˇ
U0,aα px0qU
t,r´a
α pxtq
ˇˇ
2m
ı
ď Oµ,mnp1qN
mn
ˆ
N 1
N
˙m
.
Since
EµbNg
”ˇˇ
U0,aα px0qU
t,r´a
α pxtq
ˇˇ
2m
ı
“ E
µbN
1
g
”ˇˇ
U0,aα px0q
ˇˇ
2m
ı
E
µ
bpN´N1q
g
”ˇˇ
U t,r´aα pxtq
ˇˇ
2m
ı
(78)
the claim follows from Lemma 9, since, for each 1 ď a ď r,
(79) hom-degpU0,aα q ` hom-degpU
t,r´a
α q ď n, hom-degpU
t,r´a
α q ď n ´ 1.

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Denote Πjpxq the part of Πpxq which depends on xj . Set Π
ď3
j pxq (resp. Π
ą3
j pxq) the
part of Πjpxq which is of homogeneous degree ď 3 (resp. ą 3) in xj , and for d “ 1, 2, 3,
Πdj pxq the part of Πjpxq which is of homogeneous degree d in xj . Π
˚,pnq
j denotes the part
of Π˚j at level n. Use the same notation with Π replaced with a U -statistic Uα.
Lemma 12. Assume that µ has at least 6s homogeneous moments. Let N ě 1, 1 ď j ď N
and µ “ µbpj´1q b µ
bpN´j`1q
ϕ or µ “ µbj b µ
bpN´jq
ϕ . For k “ 1, 2, 3, and m ď 3,
(80) Eµ
”ˇˇ
ξ ¨Πkj pxq
ˇˇ2mı
“ Oµ
˜
sÿ
ℓ“k
}ξℓ}
2mN pℓ´kqm
¸
and
(81) Eµ
”ˇˇ
ξ ¨Πą3j pxq
ˇˇ
2
ı
“ Oµ
˜
sÿ
ℓ“4
}ξℓ}
2N ℓ´4
¸
.
Proof. By the power mean inequality, then Cauchy-Schwarz,
Eµ
”ˇˇ
ξ ¨Πkj pxq
ˇˇ2mı
!s
sÿ
ℓ“k
Eµ
„ˇˇˇ
ξpℓq ¨Π
k,pℓq
j pxq
ˇˇˇ
2m

(82)
ď
sÿ
ℓ“k
››ξpℓq››2mEµ „›››Πk,pℓqj pxq›››2m .
Applying the power mean inequality several further times to first replace Π
k,pℓq
j with its
individual coordinates, then with an individual generalized U -statistic reduces to proving
the bound for a U -statistic Uα of homogeneous degree ℓ ě k,
(83) Eµ
”ˇˇ
Ukα,jpxq
ˇˇ2mı
“ Oµ
`
N pℓ´kqm
˘
.
Let x0, xt denote the substrings of x prior to j and after j respectively. The claim follows
from Lemma 9 after factoring
(84) Ukα,jpxq “ U1px0qmpxjqU2pxtq
where m is a monomial of homogeneous degree k and U1 and U2 are U -statistics satisfying
hom-degpU1q ` hom-degpU2q “ ℓ´ k.
The proof of (81) is similar. 
5. Proof of Theorem 1
The following lemma is used to truncate in frequency space to the scale of the distri-
bution.
Lemma 13. Let N ě 1, A ą 0 and let 1 ą ǫ1 ą ǫ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ǫs ą ǫs`1 “ 0 be a collection
of constants satisfying for all 1 ď n ă s, ǫn ą nǫn`1. Suppose that µ has CpA, ǫq finite
homogeneous moments for some constant CpA, ǫq ą 0. If
(85) max
 ››ξpnq››N n2´ǫn : 1 ď n ď s( ą 1,
then |χN,µpξq| “ Oµ,A,ǫ
`
N´A
˘
.
Proof. Let n be maximal such that
››ξpnq››N n2´ǫn ą 1. If n “ s, set N 1 “ N , otherwise,
set N 1 “
X
N1´
ǫn
n
´ǫn`1
\
. Let x0 and xt be strings of vectors from R
q of lengths N 1 and
N ´N 1 and let x “ x0 ‘ xt be the concatenation. Let
(86) Ξn`1pxq “
sÿ
j“n`1
ξpjq ¨ Πpjqpxq.
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Denote T2m´1pxq “
ř
2m´1
j“0
p2πixqj
j!
the degree 2m´ 1 Taylor expansion of e2πix and recall
that Taylor’s theorem with remainder gives
(87)
ˇˇ
T2m´1pxq ´ e
2πix
ˇˇ
ď
p2πxq2m
p2mq!
.
It follows that
χN,µpξq “EµbNg
«
nź
j“1
eξpjqpΠ
pjqpxqq
sź
ℓ“n`1
eξpℓqpΠ
pℓqpxtqqT2m´1 pΞn`1pxq ´ Ξn`1pxtqq
ff
(88)
`Om
´
EµbNg
“
|Ξn`1pxq ´ Ξn`1pxtq|
2m
‰¯
.
By Lemma 11 and Ho¨lder’s inequality, if µ has sufficiently many homogeneous mo-
ments,
EµbNg
“
|Ξn`1pxq ´ Ξn`1pxtq|
2m
‰
!µ,m
sÿ
j“n`1
››ξpjq››2m
2m
Nmpj´1qpN 1qm(89)
ď
sÿ
j“n`1
´
N´
j
2
`ǫj
¯2m
Nmpj´1qpN 1qm
ď
sÿ
j“n`1
Nmp2ǫj´
ǫn
n
´ǫn`1q.
Since each exponent is negative, the sum may be made Oµ,A,ǫ
`
N´A
˘
by choosing m
sufficiently large in terms of A and ǫ.
Expand T2m´1 pΞn`1pxq ´ Ξn`1pxtqq into monomials of degree bounded by p2m ´ 1qs
with coefficients of ℓ1 norm bounded by !B N
B. Set N1 “
X
N 1
2ms
\
. Given a typical
monomial M , let rJ ` 1, J `N1s be a set of indices from r1, N
1s which does not meet M .
Define,
(90) k “
$’&’%
[
1
}ξpnq}
2
n
_
, }ξpnq} ď 1
1, }ξpnq} ą 1
, N 11 “
Z
N1
kn
^
.
Let A
N 1
1
k,n “ pC
n´1
2 q
N 1
1 act on the substring rJ ` 1, J `N1s as described in Section 3. Since
the monomial M is invariant under the group action, its contribution to the expectation
(88) is given by
E
xt„µ
bpN´N1q
g
«
M
sź
j“n`1
eξpjqpΠ
pjqpxtqqEx
0
„µbN
1
g
«
EτPAk,n
«
nź
j“1
eξpjqpΠ
pjqpτ ¨ xqq
ffffff
.(91)
By Cauchy-Schwarz,
|p91q|2 ďE
xt„µ
bpN´N1q
g
“
|M |2
‰
ˆ E
xt„µ
bpN´N1q
g
»–ˇˇˇˇˇEx0„µbN1g
«
EτPAk,n
«
nź
j“1
eξpjqpΠ
pjqpτ ¨ xqqq
ffffˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
2
fifl .
Bound the first expectation by a constant. In the case n ě 2, apply Gowers-Cauchy-
Schwarz to bound the second expectation, using Lemma 6 to evaluate the expectation
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that results. In either the case n “ 1 or n ě 2, it follows from Lemma 8 that
|p91q|2
n´1
!µ
¨˝
1´
1
2n´1
`
ˇˇˇ
Fn,µ˚kg pξ
pnqq
ˇˇˇ
2n´1
‚˛N
1
1
!µ exp p´CN
1
1
q .(92)
Since
(93) N 1
1
"
N1
k
" min
´
1,
››ξpnq›› 2n¯N1´ ǫnn ´ǫn`1 " N ǫnn ´ǫn`1
tends to infinity with N like a small power of N , the exponential savings dominates the
polynomial bound on the coefficients of the monomials, which proves the lemma. 
The following Lindeberg exchange lemma approximates the distribution of µ˚N with
that of µ˚Nϕ .
Lemma 14. Let N ě 1. Let 1 ą ǫ1 ą ǫ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ǫs ą ǫs`1 “ 0 be a collection of
constants satisfying for all 1 ď n ă s, ǫn ą nǫn`1. Assume that
(94) max
 ››ξpnq››N n2´ǫn : 1 ď n ď s( ď 1.
Then
(95)
ˇˇ
χN,µpξq ´ χN,µϕpξq
ˇˇ
“ Oµ
`
N´1`Opǫ1q
˘
.
Proof. Define
(96) ∆j “ Eµbjg bµbpN´jqϕ,g reξpΠpxqqs ´ Eµbpj´1qg bµbpN´j`1qϕ,g reξpΠpxqqs
so that, by the triangle inequality,
(97)
ˇˇ
χN,µpξq ´ χN,µϕpξq
ˇˇ
ď
Nÿ
j“1
|∆j |.
For 1 ď j ď N bound, moving expectation against xj to the inside and using the
triangle inequality,
|∆j | ď Eµbpj´1qg bµbpN´jqϕ,g
„ˇˇˇˇż
g
eξpΠjpxqqdµgpxjq ´
ż
g
eξpΠjpxqqϕgpxjqdxj
ˇˇˇˇ
.(98)
Using |epxq´epyq| ď 2π|x´y| and the triangle inequality, the right hand side is bounded
by a constant times
E
µ
bj
g bµ
bpN´jq
φ,g
“ˇˇ
ξ ¨Πą3j pxq
ˇˇ‰
` E
µ
bpj´1q
g bµ
bpN´j`1q
ϕ,g
“ˇˇ
ξ ¨Πą3j pxq
ˇˇ‰
(99)
` E
µ
bpj´1q
g bµ
bpN´jq
ϕ,g
„ˇˇˇˇż
g
eξ
`
Πď3j pxq
˘
dµgpxjq ´
ż
g
eξ
`
Πď3j pxq
˘
ϕgpxjqdxj
ˇˇˇˇ
.
Note that Π
pnq,ą3
j is of homogeneous degree ď n´ 4 in the variables other than xj , while
}ξpnq} ď N´
n
2
`ǫn. Thus, by Cauchy-Schwarz and (81) of Lemma 12, the top line is
Oµ
`
N´2`Opǫ1q
˘
.
By Taylor expansion,
eξ
`
Πď3j pxq
˘
“ 1` i2πξ ¨Π1j pxq ´
1
2
`
2πξ ¨Π1jpxq
˘2
´
i
6
`
2πξ ¨Π1j pxq
˘3
(100)
` i2πξ ¨Π2j pxq ´ 4π
2pξ ¨Π1j pxqqpξ ¨Π
2
jpxqq ` i2πξ ¨Π
3
j pxq
`O
´ˇˇ
ξ ¨ Π1jpxq
ˇˇ
4
`
`
1` |ξ ¨Π1j pxq|
3
˘ `
|ξ ¨Π2j pxq|
2 ` |ξ ¨ Π3jpxq|
2
˘¯
.
Since the main term has homogeneous degree at most 3 in xj , and since the first three
homogeneous moments of µ and µϕ agree, the integral of these terms cancel. In the error
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term, separate |ξ ¨ Π1jpxq|
3 from |ξ ¨ Π2j pxq|
2 and |ξ ¨ Π3jpxq|
2 with Cauchy-Schwarz. Now
applying (80) of Lemma 12, the error term is bounded in expectation by Oµ
`
N´2`Opǫ1q
˘
as before.

Proof of Theorem 1. Let f be the Lipschitz, compactly supported test function of the
theorem, let fg be the push-forward by the logarithm map to the Lie algebra, and iden-
tify fg as a Lipschitz function on R
q. By [3] Theorem 1.9.1, integrating the pointwise
approximation to the heat kernel uN ,
(101)
@
LgRhf, µ
˚N
ϕ
D
“ xLgRhf, uNy `O
´
}f}1N
´D`1
2
¯
.
Thus it suffices to show that
(102)
ˇˇ@
LgRhf, µ
˚N
D
´
@
LgRhf, µ
˚N
ϕ
Dˇˇ
“ Oµ
´
}f}1N
´D`1
2
¯
`Oµ,A,f
`
N´A
˘
.
As in Section 2.3, let pg,h and qg,h be polynomials such that
(103) x1 “ log g ˚ x ˚ log h “ pg,hpxq, x “ qg,hpx
1q.
Thus @
LgRhf, µ
˚N
D
“
ż
G
fpgxhqdµ˚Npxq(104)
“
ż
g
fg plog g ˚Πpxq ˚ log hq dµ
bN
g
“
ż
g
fgppg,hpΠpxqqqdµ
bN
g
.
First consider the case that htpqg,hq ě N
C for a fixed constant C. Let for some B ą 0,
supp fg Ă
“
´B
2
, B
2
‰q
, let δ ą 0 and let
(105) Ssmall “
"
x1 P
„
´
B
2
,
B
2
q
: max
n
!›››qpnqg,hpx1q›››N´n2 ) ď N δ* .
If C is sufficiently large then Lemma 4 implies that
(106) measpSsmallq “ Of,A
`
N´A
˘
.
Let fg “ fg,1 ` fg,2, with fg,1 “ fg|Ssmall . Since f is Lipschitz,
(107) }f1}1 ď }f}8measpSsmallq
and hence
(108) xLgRhf1, µ
˚Ny, xLgRhf1, µ
˚N
ϕ y “ OA,f
`
N´A
˘
.
Meanwhile, by Lemma 10,
(109) µbN
!
max
n
 ››Πpnqpxq››N´n2 ( ą N δ) “ Oµ,A `N´A˘ ,
and similarly for µϕ. Since x
1 P supp fzSsmall implies that
(110) max
n
 ››xpnq››N´n2 ( ą N δ
it follows that
(111) xLgRhf2, µ
˚Ny, xLgRhf2, µ
˚N
ϕ y “ Oµ,A,f
`
N´A
˘
.
Together (108) and (111) imply Theorem 1 in this case.
Now suppose that htpqg,hq ď N
C so that htppg,hq ! N
C1 for some C 1 ą 0. Let σ be a
compactly supported bump function on Rq with dilation, for t ą 0, σtpxq “ t
qσ ptxq. Let
fg,t “ fg ˚σt be the Euclidean convolution. Choose t " }f}
´1
1 N
D`1
2 so that }fg ´ fg,t}8 !
}f}1N
´D`1
2 . It thus suffices to prove (102) with f replaced by ft.
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Expand, using the Fourier transform,@
LgRhft, µ
˚N
D
“
ż
gN
fg,t plog g ˚ Πpxq ˚ log hq dµ
bN
g
pxq(112)
“
ż
gˆ
{LgRhf g,tpξqEµbNg reξpΠpxqqs dξ.
Since the test function fg,t is smooth, the integral converges absolutely.
Let ǫ1 ą ǫ2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą ǫs ą 0 be a collection of constants as in Lemmas 13 and 14. Define
(113) Esmall “
 
ξ P gˆ : max
 ››ξpnq››N n2´ǫn : 1 ď n ď s( ď 1( .
Apply Lemma 13, and Lemma 3 with n “ q ` 2, to obtain
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż
Ec
small
{LgRhfg,tpξqχN,µpξqdξ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ď ›››χN,µ ˇˇEcsmall›››8 ›››{LgRhfg,t ˇˇEcsmall›››1 “ Oµ,A,ǫ,f `N´A˘ .
(114)
Thus @
LgRhft, µ
˚N
D
“Oµ,A,ǫ,f
`
N´A
˘
`
ż
Esmall
{LgRhfg,tpξqχN,µpξqdξ,(115)
and similarly with µ replaced by µϕ.
On the remainder of the integral, apply Lemma 14 to obtainˇˇˇˇż
Esmall
{LgRhf g,tpξq `χN,µpξq ´ χN,µϕpξq˘ dξ ˇˇˇˇ(116)
ď }f}1
›››`χN,µpξq ´ χN,µϕpξq˘ ˇˇEsmall›››8measpEsmallq
!µ }f}1N
´D`2
2
`Opǫ1q.
Choose ǫ1 sufficiently small but fixed so that the error term is Oµ
´
}f}1N
´D`1
2
¯
, which
proves Theorem 1 in the remaining case.
Evidently the argument presented requires only finitely many moments of the measure
µ, but how many? To gain convergence in the Fourier integral (114) it was necessary
to integrate by parts n “ q ` 2 times, which costs a factor of htppg,hq
Os,qp1q. Hence the
number of moments depends on A, the dimension q and the step s, and hence is controlled
by A and the homogeneous dimension D. 
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